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Proposition 5.8 of the author’s article [1] is incorrect as stated. The author thanks
Edmond Lee for pointing this out to the author. We give a corrected statement of
the proposition and its proof. Lower case bold letters u, v, w will denote words, and
lower case letters x, y, z, s, t will denote individual variables, or “letters”. Otherwise,
notation follows [1].

Proposition 1 The set

� :=
{
xt1xt2x ≈ x2t1t2, xxy ≈ yxx, xyt1xt2y

≈ yxt1xt2y, xt1xyt2y ≈ xt1yxt2y, xytxy ≈ xytyx}

is a monoid basis for the identities of S({asbtab}).
Proof As in the start of the proof of [1, Proposition 5.8] (the first four paragraphs),
it suffices to show that � � v ≈ v′ whenever S({asbtab}) |� v ≈ v′ and both
v and v′ are 2-limited words (necessarily in the same alphabet) in which for every
2-occurring letter x , there is a linear letter t having its appearance between 1x (the
first occurrence of x) and 2x (the second occurrence of x). The following observation
follows easily from the identities xyt1xt2y ≈ yxt1xt2y and xt1xyt2y ≈ xt1yxt2y and
their deletions: it shows that we may commute the first occurrence of a 2-occurring
letter with the first or second occurrence of another 2-occurring letter.
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Observation 1 If x, y are 2-occurring letters, then � � u 1x yu′ ≈ uy 1xu′

Because xyx is an isoterm for S({asbtab}), any unstable pair in v ≈ v′ must involve
only 2-occurring letters. Let (i x, j y) be a critical pair.We show how to remove (i x, j y)
from the set of unstable pairs in v ≈ v′, without adding any new unstable pairs. The
set of unstable pairs is finite, and so repeated applications of the argument eventually
eliminate all unstable pairs, thus yielding a proof that � � v ≈ v′. The observation
shows that the critical pair may be removed, except possibly in the case where both i
and j are 2. Thus, we now consider the case where v is of the form v1xv2yv3xyv4 or
v1yv2xv3xyv4. We are going to show that � � v1xv2yv3xyv4 ≈ v1yv2xv3xyv4, so
it suffices to consider the case v1xv2yv3xyv4.

The assumption that a linear letter occurs between the two occurrences of every
2-occurring letter forces v3 to contain a linear letter. Then, it also follows that v2
contains only letters that are 2-occurring in v (as xsytxy is an isoterm). Now we
may use repeated applications of Observation 1 to deduce � � v1xv2yv3xyv4 ≈
v1xyv2v3xyv4 ≈ v1xyv2v3yxv4 ≈ v1xv2yv3yxv4 as required: the pair (2x, 2y) is
no longer unstable, and no new unstable pairs are created. Thus, we can achieve the
deduction of v ≈ v′ as described. ��

Proposition 5.8 of [1] omitted the law xytxy ≈ xytyx from �. We briefly observe a
generator for this system. As in [1], the notation SynM ({absab, basab}) denotes the
syntactic monoid of the language {absab, basab}.
Example 1 The monoid variety defined by �\{xytxy ≈ xytyx} is generated by
{S(asbtab),SynM ({absab, basab})}.
Proof Note that SynM ({absab, basab}) is the quotient of S({absab, basab}) by iden-
tifying the two elements absab and basab, which should coincide in the presence of
the identity xyt1xt2y ≈ yxt1xt2y ∈ �\{xytxy ≈ xytyx}. It is routine to show that
SynM ({absab, basab}) satisfies the basis, so that the two semigroups together gen-
erate at least a subvariety of that defined by the given identities. We now show that
the identities are a basis. The argument is essentially that of the previous proof. The
arguments are identical until we arrive at the restriction to the case where x , y are 2-
occurring letters for which (2x, 2y) is unstable. However, now this case simply cannot
occur: recall that v3 contained a letter that is linear in v, so that v deletes to xytxy.
While this is not an isoterm for the variety (as xytxy ≈ yxtxy holds), it is easy to
verify that (2x, 2y) is stable in all identities of the form xytxy ≈ u (for some u) that
are satisfied by SynM ({absab, basab}). ��
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